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OFFICE OF THE INDEPENDENT COUNSEL 

Dau of ttanscnption 05/01/98 

FREMON No Middle Name (NMN) MYLES, JR., Officer, United 
States Secret Service (USSS), Uniformed Division (UD), date of 
birth _, was interviewed at the Office of the 
Independent Counsel (OIC), 1001 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, 
Washington, DC, 20004. Present for the interview were Associate 
Independent Counsel (AIC) MICHAEL TRAVERS and AIC MARY ANNE WIRTH 
and Department of Justice (DOJ) attorneys GARY GRINDLER and 
JONATHAN SCHWARTZ. MYLES was interviewed under the terms of an 
agreement reached between the OIC and the DOJ. After being 
apprised of the official identity of the official identities of 
the interviewers and the nature of the interview, MYLES provided 
the following information: 

MYLES has been employed by the USSS since April of 
1990. After working three years on the outside of the White 
House grounds, MYLES was stationed at the m post, which is 
located inside the East Wing. MYLES sketched a diagram of the 
area near - which is attached to this FD-302. In March of 
1997, MYLES was transferred to the USSS office at 13th and L 
Streets, Northwest, Washington, DC. 

MYLES advised the *post was the entrance used for 
tours of the White House. MYLES worked the B and C shifts while 
stationed at the _ post. MYLES advised the Office of 
Legislative Affairs (OLA) was on the other side of double 'doors 
from-. 

MYLES can not say for sure exactly when he first met 
MONICA LEWINSKY, but he saw her often when she worked at the OLA. 
MYLES believes it was when LEWINSKY was new to the East Wing of 
the White House. MYLES advised that Uniformed Division officers 
are told by superiors not to mingle with White House passholders. 
MYLES advised the first time he saw LEWINSKY, he said hello to 
her, but she did not respond. MYLES advised that from that point 
on, he did not engage in conversation with LEWINSKY. 

MYLES can not recall ever being posted in the West Wing 
of the White House. MYLES never saw LEWINSKY in the West Wing. 
MYLES never told anyone he saw LEWINSKY in the West Wing. 
Sometime during LEWINSKY's tenure at the White House, MYLES saw 
her crying. MYLES asked LEWINSKY if she was okay, and LEWINSKY 
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did _not respond and ran into the restroom. . 

MYLES recalls one instance when LEWINSKY asked him if 
he could let her know when the President moved. MYLES did not 
respond to LEWINSKY. MYLES does not recall when this occurred, 
but believes it was sometime after he first saw her. MYLES has 
not discussed this incident with any other Uniformed Division 
officers. 

MYLES advised he had access to the President's schedule 
on a daily basis. LEWINSKY did not ask MYLES about the 
President's schedule. 

MYLES did not talk to other Uniformed Division 
personnel about LEWINSKY. MYLES does not know anything about 
LEWINSKY and does not want to know. MYLES never spoke to 
Uniformed Division officers about LEWINSKY. 

MYLES thinks LEWINSKY had a blue pass, which would 
allow access throughout the White House grounds. Although MYLES 
saw LEWINSKY go up the stairs which lead to the West Wing of the 
White House, 
West Wing. 

he would not know if LEWINSKY actually went to the 

President. 
MYLES never said LEWINSKY had a '*thing" with the 

After LEWINSKY was transferred from the White House, 
MYLES recalls-seeing her at a White House event with two older 
women. MYLES-can not recall the event and did not recognize 
those who accompanied LEWINSKY. MYLES believes this event was in 
the Winter of 1997, more than one year ago. 

MYLES does not know the White House stewards or the 
food service personnel in the West Wing. MYLES knows some 
cleaning people in the White House, but does not know if they 
clean the West Wing. 

After January of 1998, 
the news, 

when the LEWINSKY story was in 

LEWINSKY. 
MYLES advised that a lot of people were talking about 
Since the story broke, MYLES has seen MATT FRITSCH a 

lot. FRITSCH has tried to engage MYLES in conversation about 
LEWINSKY. MYLES advise that a lot of Uniformed Division officers 
are saying things that are not true about MYLES. 

After an approximately fifteen minute break, in which 
MYLES spoke with GRINDLER and SCHWARTZ alone, MYLES provided the 
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following information: 

Uniformed Division officers would say that LEWINSKY 
went to the West Wing a lot. MYLES advised that approximately 
fifty Uniformed Division personnel, on separate occasions, would 
say this. MYLES can not recall any by name, except MATT FRITSCH. 
MYLES advised these discussions about LEWINSKY would take place 
in the locker room, the roll call room and in the gym. 

MYLES did not engage in conversations about LEWINSKY. 
MYLES advised the conversations he heard took place between 1995 
and 1997. MYLES never told anyone about LEWINSKY asking him 
about the President's location. 

MYLES heard that LEWINSKY was in the Oval Office. 
MYLES advised that he inferred that LEWINSKY had a relationship 
with the President. MYLES may have heard that LEWINSKY had a 
relationship with the President. MYLES advised that LEWINSKY was 
a frequent topic of conversation at the White House. 

MYLES has not heard any stories about the White House 
cleaning people cleaning up after the President and LEWINSKY. 
MYLES can not recall a story about LEWINSKY and the President in 
the White House theater. MYLES does not recall any story about 
LEWINSKY at the Northwest gate of the White House. 
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